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February 29, 1988

.PRELiMINARYNOTIFICATION0FEVENT-0RUNUSUALOCCURRENCE--PN0-IV-88-16

This preliminary'60tification constitutes EARLY notice of events nf POSSIBLE
safety or public interest significance. The inforrration is as initially received
without verification or evaluation, and is basically all that is known by the
Region IV staff on this date.

FACILITYi Houston Lighting & Power Company Licensee Emergency Classification:
South Texas, Unit 1 X Notification of Unusual Event
DN: 50-498 Alert

Site Area Emergency
General Eaergency
Not Applicable

SUBJECT: SPURIOUS SIGNAL CAUSES REACTOR TRIP

The South Texas Project Unit 1 did not achieve initial criticality as planned.
On Sunday, February 28, 1988, at 5:44 a.m. (CST), a reactor trip occurred as a
result of a spurious signal from loop 3 low low T cold. The low low T cold
instrumentation is designed to detect a steam or feed line break at low power
levels by_ sensing a decreusing loop temperature in a primary coolant loop. The
signal is generated through a 2/3 logic for each loop that initiates safety
injection and reac' r trip and shuts the feedwater isolation valves and the MSIVs.

At the time of the raactor trip the control rods were positioned for initial
criticality and boron dilution was in progress. The facility was within a few hours
of echieving initial criticality. A technician was conducting a required surveillance
test (the channel was tripped) on one low low T cold channel when the spurious signal
was received in another channel located in a different instrument cabinet.

The licensee is investigating-the cause of the spurious signal. Initiel indication
points to a problem with the rate circuitry associated with low low T cold.

Westinghouse has indicated that startup testing may be resumed at the point where l
the trip occurred. HL&P has modified their test procedures to restart testing.

NRC inspectors were in the control room at the time of the trip. STP operators
responded to the event in a calm deliberate manner. The shift supervisor declared
an unusual event, as is permitted by emergency procedures, because it was not
initially clear that the trip was uncomplicated. The unusual event was exited at
6:25 a.m. All safety equipment functioned as designed. Subsequent to the reactor

; trip during a scheduled surveillance test the turbine-driven AFW pump failed to
remain at speed. The smell of hot oil was noted and bearing failure was suspected.
As of 7:00 a.m. on February ?9,1988, the turbine thrust bearing had been inspected,
and only slight indications of damage vere noted. The licensee is continuing
troubleshooting of the turb ue and pump.

The licensee issued a press release and some media interest followed. The licensee
has responded to n d ia inquiries and the NRC is prepared to respond to any inquiries.
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